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Discover the ease of parking in the heart of San Jose at Cityview Plaza Parking. Located at 100 W San Fernando St, San Jose, CA 95113, USA, this parking facility offers uncomplicated entry and an ample availability of spaces. However, users may sometimes experience difficulties with credit card payment at their machines, although the transaction eventually goes through. 

The affordable pricing of the parking compensates for any temporary inconveniences. Despite these minor drawbacks, most users highlight its convenient location and the generous space available.

Services:

	Covered Parking
	Long-term Parking
	Credit Card Payment System






Contact Information and Hours:

	Cityview Plaza Parking is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to meet your parking needs. You can visit us at 100 W San Fernando St, San Jose, CA 95113, USA.


Reviews:

	 “Excellent location and there’s always space available, although sometimes the payment machine gives credit card issues. The price is right!”
	 “Good value for city center parking despite some payment machine issues.”
	 “Great parking, always find a spot. There are occasional card payment issues, but they always get it sorted.”
	“The parking is spacious and comfortable, but they need to improve the card payment system.”
	 “Good parking but they could have more ticket machines to avoid long lines.”






Questions and Answers:









	Does the parking accept credit cards?	While there may occasionally be issues with the machines, yes, they do accept credit cards.


	How much is the parking?	Prices vary, but most users find the prices to be affordable and fair.


	Is it open 24 hours a day?	Yes, Cityview Plaza Parking is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.


	How can I avoid problems with the payment machine?	If you encounter issues, try different orientations of your card. If the problem persists, try contacting their office.


	Are there long lines for paying the parking?	Some users have reported lines at the ticket machines, but this is a varying experience.
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